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Unfamiliarity with sediment problems in the watershed has outdated anumber of projects during their work, brought up heavy costs .Usually it istried to prevent entering the sediment that moves as bed load in the rivers tothe basin that methods such as increasing the basin bed level, mounting floorwall or submerged plates for removing sediment from the inlet, and desaltingbasin, using vortex tube include such methods. Since lots of variables areeffective in sediment trapping and loss of vortex tube water, the aim of thisstudy was to evaluate the performance of vortex tube in vitro and controlleddischarge with four ratio of tube slit width to diameter (t/d), 0.15, 0.20, 0.25and 3.0 and using three gradation include: D1 (particles passing the sieve 8and remaining on the sieve 10), D2 (particles passing the sieve 16 andremaining on the sieve 20) and D3 (particles passing the sieve 20 andremaining on the sieve 30) at an angle of 45 degrees with differentdischarges. The results showed that if the amount of water loss is not limitingcriterion and a region is not facing with water shortage and water supplyproblems and prevention of the entry of sediment to the system is preferredto water supply, the more favorable option is t/d = 0.3, but if the watersupply in a region is very important and there is essentially water shortage, abetter option is t/d = 0.25.
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1. Introduction

*It is usually tried to avoid the entry of sedimentto basin which moves as bed load in the rivers, thatsome of the methods are as following: increasing thebasin level balance, mounting bed walls or,submerged plates for removing sediment from thebasin span, desilting basin and using vortextube. Even by designing these structures and due tothe constant number of the structures and variabilityof hydraulic conditions, particularly in times of floodthat has a large amount of sedimentation, thepossibility of entering sediment in times of flood tobasin is certain. So it is essential to design simple andeconomical structures that can remove the bedsediment and return it to the river. Inattention tosedimentation entering basins resulted intransferring them into the facilities and creates lotsof problems as a result of loading sedimentation oraccumulating them in different parts. Transferablesedimentations largely depend on the amount ofsediment in the catchment and rivercharacteristics. While, in the parts of thetransmission system, particularly in systems wherethe water is passed gravitationally, flow rate is low,so that the water is unable to hold material
* Corresponding Author.

transferred in a suspended state, additionalsediments are deposited in channels. It starts fromthe basin and spread gradually throughout thesystem. As a result of sedimentation channels areencountered and by rising channel bottom elevation,the free board is decreased and the water deliverycapacity is reduced. That's why the sediment controlin the inlet is very important. One of the newdesilting methods of river flows is using vortex tubethat is more economical due to the small sizecompared with conventional rectangular desiltingbasins, and can be continuously utilized. Thesediment control method is created based on usingvortex force and sediment gravity force. Thedesilteris used when the bed capacity concentrationis high for continuous flushing of sediments and itsmain part is formed by the tube or horizontalchannel which is embedded within and under thebottom of the channel and transfer the sedimentsnear the bed outside. Then the flowis discharged intoa desilting basin, river or drainage. Fig.1 shows aview of the vortex desilter.Vertex tube can be placed close to catchmentfacilities or far enough from the downstream offacilities where sediment distribution is reached anequilibrium state. The idea of using vortex tubeunder appropriate circumstances has someadvantages compared with various sediment control
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methods and is more efficient, since all work is donein a totally controlled level. In this structure, thewater enters a vertex tube under an angle andcreates a strong vortex and eddy current will becreated. Flow in tube is controlled by a valve in thedownstream, and is discharged from there into achannel.

Fig. 1: View of vortex tubeVortex desilter shows a high efficiency when thesuspended load is low and bed load isconsiderable. However, good efficiency is recordedfor this even when the suspended load is high anddominant .Parshal (1951) can be seen as theinnovator of this plan .Blench (1952) stated thatvortex desilting is used for large channels with flowloading capacity / 280 1000 / . Robinson(1962) and Ahmad (1962) offered a Froude number( )0.8 in the channel. Parshal (1952) observedthat the lowest efficiency occurs when the Froudenumber is 1. Atkinson (1994) by researches on theangle of tube position ( ) and ration of tube gapwidth with a diameter of ( ), showed that thetangential velocity in the tube is maximum when thetube has a 90 degree angle to the flow path or near itand when the ratio of ( ) is low (About 0.3 or less).NikMehr et al., (2010) examined the factorsinfluencing the trapping of vortex tube such astangential velocity, approaching speed and energyloss, with controlled and uncontrolled (free)discharge in irrigation canals. Their research wasdone with 4 relative width of the entrance slit ofsediments in diameter (t/d) 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3and influenced by4 controlled discharge flow rate2.5%, 5%, 7.5 % and 10%. The results showed thatwhen the ratio of the entrance slit of sediments totube diameter is0.15, parameters effective insediment trapping are in controlled anduncontrolled states and in optimalconditions. Muazzen et al. (2006), by building theexperimental model attempted to examine the effectof variables such as tube diameter and angle of thetube placement under different hydraulicconditions. The results showed that the trappingefficiency depends on the Froude number, so thatincreasing Froude number, the trapping efficiency isfirstly increased and then decreased. The maximumtrapping efficiency was in the Froude number

0.6. The rate of water loss is decreased by increasingFroude number so that the maximum loss was8.5%for the Froude number 2.0 and the lowest rate was4% for the Froude number 1.09. Water loss amountwas maximum 7% for Froude number 0.6 to 0.8.Since lots of variables are effective in sedimenttrapping and loss of vortex tube water, the aim ofthis study was to evaluate the performance of vortextube in vitro and controlled discharge with four ratioof tube slit width to diameter (t/d), 0.15, 0.20, 0.25and 3.0 and using threegradation include: D1 (particles passing the sieve 8and remaining on the sieve 10), D2 (particles passingthe sieve 16 and remaining on the sieve 20) andD3 (particles passing the sieve 20 and remaining onthe sieve 30) at an angle of 45 degrees with differentdischarges.
2. Materials and methodsThe experiments of this research was planned inthe laboratory of Islamic Azad University of Ahvaz,located in Chanibeh to check the effect of orifice ofvortex tube on sediment trap efficiency of differentgradation in four t/d and four differentdischarges, in the flume with a length of 13 m, widthof 50 cm, and depth of 60 cm. For hydraulicexperiments, first the flow path was completelyclean to make the flow of water in the flume visibleand clear, and then using a water tankers, groundreservoir was dewatered. After the main flume pumpwas turned on after deration and after a whileensured that the flow overflowed from the airreservoir, the water inlet valve has been opened toflume to let water into the main canal. Inlet valvewas opened so to provide the average desireddischarge. After a while, the discharge through the13-meter flume at the downstream entered thebasin, and its amount was measured by trianglespillway with a 60° angle .The output flow from theslotted pipe that was transferred to a groundreservoir through a 3.5-meter flume was measuredby a triangular spillway with the apex angle of 90°.Fig.2 shows a view of the 90 degrees spillway.

Fig. 2: 90 degrees spillway of measuring output dischargefrom vortex tube
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The sum of two discharges is the dischargeentering the flume that if it is different from thedesired discharge, inlet valve is a little open orclosed to make the discharge equal to the desiredone. To ensure the constant flow, discharge wasagain measured in the downstream of the flume andthe passed discharge from the basin. In the sameconditions, flow depth at the upstream, beginning,end, and downstream of the vortex tube was realizedby rulers installed in the body of the flume as well asdepth gauge.Due to the limitations of the laboratory and thedischarge of pump, experiments were done withmaximum discharge 20 Lit/S and at least 10 Lit/S. Inthis study, to evaluate the effect of orifice of thevortex tube with a tube diameter (t/d) in thesediment trap efficiency, 4 input discharges, 10, 13,15 and 20 liters per second and with the ratio t/dequal to0.15, 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3, were planned and theamounts of diversion discharge and water depth wasmeasured at the points mentioned earlier. To slowdown the flow of pump into the flume, a lattice pumpwas used to amortize the energy. Sediments used inthis experiment consist of three gradation include:D1 (particles passed through sieve 8 and remainingon the sieve 10), D2 (particles passed through sieve16 and remaining on the sieve 20) and D3(particlespassed through sieve20 and remaining on the sieve30), that was used in a layer with a thickness of 3 cmfor experiments. To measure the diversionsediments, at the end of each test, a lattice plate wasused with a diameter less than the diameter ofparticles. (Fig. 3) Then dry sediments and wereweighted by digital balance in laboratory conditions.

To measure the past sediment (which was nottrapped), the deposited sediments on the bed of themain channel and the sediments entered the systemwere collected at the end of each test and then drysediments were weighted by digital balance inlaboratory conditions.

Fig. 3: Discharge output tube and diversion sediment andcollecting sediment
3. Discussion and conclusionGenerally, in the tests performed, the diversion,output and total discharge in liters per second andalso diversion sediment (trapped), the sedimentsinput to the system and remained sediments weremeasured in kilograms which results are given inTable 1 to 4.

Table 1: Results of discharge and sediment for (t/d) equal to 0.15 we%Waterlosspercent
Te%Percent ofdiversionsediments

QstTotalsediments(Kg)
QsoFinalsedimentweight(Kg)

QsiDiversionsedimentweight(Kg)
QtTotaldischarge(L/S)

QoFinaldischarge(L/S)
QiDiversiondischarge(L/S)SieveFroudenumber(Fr)Row

9.3461.681.180.450.72109.060.93D10.431 9.3471.753.661.032 62109.060.93D22 9.8173.375.771.534.23109.010.98D33 7.9265.343.551.232. 321311.971.03D10.564 7.8374.796. 061.524 531311.971.02D25 8.376.987.691. 775.921311.921.08D36 7.266.757.922.635.281513.921.08D10.657 7.275.9811:362.738.631513.921.08D28 7.5478.1912:522.739.791513.861.13D39 5.9260.718.323.255.022018 811.18D10.8710 6.1969.521 1:013.357.652018.761.23D211 6.4870.2915:234.5210.72018.71.29D312 7.7570.44Average
Table 2: Results of discharge and sediment for (t/d) equal to 0.20 we%Waterlosspercent

Te%Percent ofdiversionsediments
QstTotalsediments(Kg)

QsoFinalsedimentweight(Kg)
QsiDiversionsedimentweight(Kg)

QtTotaldischarge(L/S)
QoFinaldischarge(L/S)

QiDiversiondischarge(L/S)SieveFroudenumber(Fr)Row
11.7573.641.710.451.26108.841.15D10.431 12.9687.535.490.694.80108.701.29D22 14.1289.788.370.857.52108.581.41D33 11.3379.286.061.254.801311.521.47D10.564
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10.8691.5010.110.859.251311.581.41D25 11.8093.6310.890.6910.191311.461.53D36 10.2380.2510.782.128.651513.461.53D10.657 9.8292.7513.991.0112.971513.521.47D28 10.2394.0518.881.1317.751513.461.53D39 7.7868.9715.444.7910.652018.451.54D10.8710 7.9983.1215.032.5312.492018.401.59D211 8.3288.2418.242.1416.102018.331.66D312 10.6085.22Average
Table 3: Results of discharge and sediment for (t/d) equal to 0.25 we%Waterlosspercent

Te%Percent ofdiversionsediments
QstTotalsediments(Kg)

QsoFinalsedimentweight(Kg)
QsiDiversionsedimentweight(Kg)

QtTotaldischarge(L/S)
QoFinaldischarge(L/S)

QiDiversiondischarge(L/S)SieveFroudenumber(Fr)Row
12.9682.983.210.542.66108.701.29D10.431 13.5392.654.500.334.17108.641.35D22 14.7394.895.700.295.41108.521.47D33 10.8683.059.031.537.501311.581.41D10.564 11.3394.3910.980.6110.371311.521.47D25 11.8096.0112.600.5012.101311.461.53D36 9.82084.9712.911.9310.971513.521.47D10.657 9.82095.0215.760.7814.971513.521.47D28 10.6697.4219.370.4918.871513.401.59D39 7.9980.4220.293.9716.322018.391.60D10.8710 7.2291.1423.142.0521.092018.571.42D211 8.6593.2323.071.5621.512018.261.73D312 10.7690.51Average

Table 4: Results of discharge and sediment for (t/d) equal to 0.3 we%Waterlosspercent
Te%Percent ofdiversionsediments

QstTotalsediments(Kg)
QsoFinalsedimentweight(Kg)

QsiDiversionsedimentweight(Kg)
QtTotaldischarge(L/S)

QoFinaldischarge(L/S)
QiDiversiondischarge(L/S)SieveFroudenumber(Fr)Row

16.6485.183.410.502.90108.331.66D10.431 15.9992.585.190.384.81108.401.59D22 17.9993.657.610.487.13108.201.79D33 12.8087.678.361.037.331311.331.66D10.564 12.3095.5210.180.459.731311.401.59D25 13.5397.3113.840.3713.471311.231.76D36 11.9989.0213.611.4912.121513.201.79D10.657 11.5495.8614.550.6013.951513.261.73D28 11.9998.1016.910.3816.591513.201.79D39 9.7082.2821.683.8417.842018.051.94D10.8710 9.7092.2123.401.8221.582018.051.94D211 10.0794.4523.161.2821.872017.982.01D312 12.8591.98AverageReviewing the results presented in the tableabove, with the comparison of the amount of trappedsediment indifferent orifice ratios to the tubediameter, it can be said that t/d = 0.3, with anaverage rate of trapping 91.98% and t/d = 0.25 withan average trapping of 90.51%has the maximumefficiency. The minimum efficiency was for t/d=0.15with the average value of trapping 70.44%. Thehighest efficiency in this index was relatedto t/d=0.3 and gradation D3with 98.10% and thelowest efficiency related to t/d=0.15 andgradation D1 with60.71%.Also the results of the Fig.4 indicates that the trapping efficiency increases byincreasing t/d, and in the all orifice to tube diameter

ratios, in gradation D3 is more than D2 and trappedsediments related to D2 is more than D1.In other words, the smaller the gradation, thetrapping efficiency increases. It seems that this resultwill be true as long as sediments move as bed loadand it is predicted in the higher discharges that bysuspending particles, the trapping ratio of smallerparticles decreases than larger particles.The results presented in Fig.2 to 5 shows thatin all orifices to the tube diameter ratios, trapefficiency first increases by increasing the Froudenumber and then decreases. The highest trappingefficiency occurred in the Froude number 0.65. Theresults also show that in Froude numbers, trapping
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ratio is greatly reduced more than 0.8. Since anamount of discharge is naturally required in vortextube for diversion and sediment output, according tothe table above, the test results show that regardless
of gradation, the least water loss is related to t/d =0.15 as 7.75 per cent and the highest water loss wasfor t/d = 0.3 as 12.85%.

Fig. 4: Impact of (t/d) on the percentage of diversion sediment (Te%)

Fig. 5: The effect of Froude number on vortex tube trapping efficiency in three gradation in t/d= 0.15

Fig. 6: The effect of Froude number on vortex tube trapping efficiency in three gradation in t/d= 0.20
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Fig. 7: The effect of Froude number on vortex tube trapping efficiency in three gradation in t/d= 0.25

Fig. 8: The effect of Froude number on vortex tube trapping efficiency in three gradation in t/d= 0.30
4. ConclusionAccording to the results of experiment, withincreasing t/d, the percentage of sediment trappinghas an increasing trend. If the amount of water lossis not a limiting criterion and in other words a regionis not faced with water shortage and water supplyproblems and prevention of the entry of sedimentinto the system is preferred to water supply, thedesirable option is t/d = 0.3, and if in a region, thewater supply is very important and water shortage isbasically existed, a better option is t/d = 0.25.
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